Abstract. This paper explores the use of texts that are related to an image collection, also known as collateral texts, for building thesauri in specialist domains to aid in image retrieval. Corpus linguistic and information extraction methods are used for identifying key terms and semantic relationships in specialist texts that may be used for query expansion purposes. The specialist domain context imposes certain constraints on the language used in the texts, which makes the texts computationally more tractable.
Introduction
Literature on Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is now stressing the need for using keywords for indexing and retrieving images in addition to the visual features; the latter pose certain practical and theoretical limitations [1] , [2] . We have attempted to exploit the use of texts related to images, also known as collateral texts, for the indexing and retrieval of specialist images in our recently concluded project -Scene of Crime Information System (SoCIS) 1 . We report on the automatic construction of thesauri from these domain-specific collateral texts. The thesauri can be used for query expansion during retrieval as well as for verifying keywords used for indexing the images.
Earlier image retrieval systems, including search engines, rely almost exclusively on keywords to retrieve images. Manually appending keywords to an image is time consuming: estimates vary from minutes to hours, and the choice of keywords may show the bias of the indexer [3] . This has led to systems that use linguistic features extracted from textual captions or descriptions together with the visual features for storing and retrieving images in databases. A number of systems have shown that retrieval is more effective when both features are combined; Srihari's PICTION system [4] , Picard's Four-Eyes System [5] , and Paek et al. [6] are good examples here.
There are still limitations where keywords or terms are concerned in that the use of related terms such as synonyms, abbreviations and broader or narrower terms is not taken into account. The issue of inter-indexer variability [3] , the variation in the outputs of different indexers for the same image, has shown a use of such related terms. This issue of related terms can be addressed, to some extent, through query expansion techniques such as the use of thesauri [7] , [8] . General-purpose thesauri such as the Longman's Roget's Thesaurus (1911) as well as lexical resources like WordNet 2 are available but inadequate for use in specialized domains due to the fact that neither has much in way of specialized terminology. This establishes the need for domain-specific thesauri. These could be manually built by expert lexicographers, however, handcrafted thesauri face similar problems to those of manual keyword indexing as well as potentially having the additional issue of inadequate domain coverage. One possible solution to this is the automatic generation of thesauri for specialized domains from representative text documents.
Automatic thesauri generation was initially addressed as far back as the 1970s [9] , [10] through the use of statistical term-to-term co-occurrence measures for identifying related terms in text documents. This method has a number of drawbacks: many unrelated terms might co-occur if they are very frequently used; synonyms are seldom used together; only single-word terms are considered whereas in a number of specialist domains multi-word terms are used frequently; a cluster of associated terms is produced with no knowledge of the kinds of relationships between the terms. The fact that synonyms were more likely to have similar co-occurrence patterns rather then co-occur in a document or document collection was addressed by associating a term with a phrase based on its contextual information [11] . The SEXTANT system [12] uses weak syntactic analysis methods on texts to generate thesauri under the assumption that similar terms will appear in similar syntactic relationships. Terms are then grouped according to the grammatical context in which they appear. Both the methods above are viable approaches but still do not address the shortcoming of undefined relationships between terms, such as the semantic relationships of synonymy, hyponymy or meronymy.
We have explored a different approach to thesauri construction for specific domains using corpus linguistics techniques; in particular corpus-based lexicography and corpus-based terminology for extracting information about a specific domain. A text corpus, typically a randomly selected but systematically organized collection of texts, can be used to derive empirical knowledge about language, which can supplement, and sometimes supplant, information from reference sources and introspection [13] . The random selection involves either randomly selecting equal amounts of texts from a collection put together by language experts, or by selecting texts randomly from a catalogue of 'books in print'. The systematic organization refers to the selection of different genres of texts -formal and informal types, for example journal and popular science articles; instructive and informative types, for example advanced and basic texts, instruction manuals, and so on. There is much discussion in corpus linguistics about what constitutes a representative corpus, but that is more relevant to language as a whole and not as much to specialist languages [14] , [15] .
Specialist languages, considered variants of natural language, are restricted lexically, syntactically and semantically [14] . There is a preponderance of open class words in specialist languages, particularly single and compound noun phrases (NP). These phrases are used to name objects, events, actions and states. It has been suggested that not only can one extract terms from a specialist corpus [15] , [16] but one can also extract semantic relations of hyponymy and meronymy (part-whole relations) between terms from free texts [15] , [17] . Our aim is to study the behavior of a specialist language at the lexical, morphological and semantic levels for extracting terms and their relationships. Section 2 of this paper is about building a representative corpus of collateral texts and subsequently analyzing it to extract terms. The issue of domain coverage has been investigated through the comparison of terms extracted from a progeny corpus (representative of a sub-domain) to those extracted from a mother corpus. The extraction of semantic relations between terms based on certain lexico-syntactic patterns in the text is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
The 'Lexical Signature' of a Domain
An image may be associated in various ways with the different texts that exist collateral to it. These texts may contain a full or partial description of the content of the image or they may contain metadata information. Texts can be closely collateral like the caption of an image, which will describe only what is depicted in the image, or broadly collateral such as the report describing a crime scene where the content of an image would be discussed together with other information related to the crime. While closely collateral texts may be used to extract keywords for directly indexing an image, broadly collateral texts of varying genres may be used to extract related terms such as synonyms and hyponyms.
A forensic science (FS) corpus of over half a million words has been created. To ensure that the corpus is representative of the domain, a variety of text types ranging from 1990-2001 were used. The corpus comprises 1451 texts (891 written in British and 560 in American English) containing a total of 610,197 tokens. The genres include informative texts, like journal papers; instructive texts, for example handbooks and imaginative texts, primarily advertisements. These texts were gathered from the Web using the Google Search Engine by keying in the terms forensic and science. Similarly, we created two sub-domain corpora, crime scene photography (CSP) comprising 63328 tokens, and footwear impressions (FI) comprising 11332 tokens.
The identification of a lexical signature of a domain, mainly comprising frequent single and compound NPs, from a randomly selected corpus will help to initiate the development of a thesaurus for the domain. A frequency analysis was conducted on the forensic science corpus to determine its lexical signature. Typically, the first hundred most frequent tokens in a text corpus comprise over 40% of the total text: this is true of the 100-million word British National Corpus (BNC), the Longman Corpus of Contemporary English, as it is of a number of specialist corpora [15] . The key difference is that for the general language corpora the first 100 most frequent tokens are essentially the so-called closed class words (CCW) or grammatical words; in the specialist corpora, in contrast, as much as 20% of the first hundred most frequent tokens comprise the so-called open-class or lexical words (OCW). These OCWs are used on their own highly frequently, and more importantly, as the head of a compound term or in an inflected (especially plural) or derived form. This frequent use attests to the acceptability of the single and compound words within the domain.
Candidate terms are identified by contrasting the frequency of tokens in the specialist corpus with that of the frequency of the same tokens in a representative corpus of general language. This ratio, sometimes referred to as a weirdness measure [15] , is a good indication that a domain expert will approve the token or candidate term as a term. The forensic science corpus had 20 OCWs amongst the first 100; the ten most frequent are shown in Table 1 with their frequency, relative frequency and weirdness (calculated relative to the BNC) measures. It can be observed that the term forensic occurs over 470 times more frequently in the forensic science corpus as compared to the BNC. Tokens with a high weirdness and relative frequency are usually considered good candidate terms. These candidate terms are used productively to make compound terms. The compound terms have a nominal head qualified by an adjective or compounded with another noun or noun phrase. English compound terms are usually not interspersed by closed class words, which is the heuristic we have used to extract them. Two frequent compounds, crime and scene are used to form over 90 different compounds, some comprising up to three (high frequency) tokens, for instance crime scene investigator, crime scene photography, crime scene analysis, and crime scene photography personnel agency.
There are a number of tokens that are absent in the BNC; the value of weirdness for such tokens is infinity. Table 2 lists a number of high frequency terms that have infinite weirdness. These terms can be neologisms; entirely new words such as pyrolysis or extant words joined together like bitemark and earprint. The terms may also be unusual inflections such as shoeprints, the singular of which does exist in the BNC, or unusual derivations such as rifling. Following Church and Mercer [18] , we have used the Student's t-test to determine whether or not a collocation, or a compound token found in the analysis of a corpus, is due to random chance. They have suggested that 'if the t-score is larger than 1.65 standard deviations then we ought to believe that the co-occurrences are significant and we can reject the null hypothesis with 95% confidence though in practice we might look for a t-score of 2 or more standard deviations'. This heuristic certainly appears to work on our corpus in that high t-value (t > 2.0), high frequency tokens are indeed compound terms (see table 3). The weirdness measure can also be used to determine the lexical signature of a sub-domain corpus -the progeny of the mother domain. Here, instead of using a general language corpus as the reference for calculating weirdness we use a (supra-) domain corpus. We used the forensic science corpus as the mother corpus for extracting terms in two emergent sub-domains crime scene photography (CSP) and footwear impressions (FI). Table 4 shows a comparison of selected high weirdness terms in the two progeny corpora. Note that the highly frequent OCWs in the FI and CSP progeny corpora generally have a much higher weirdness when compared to the FS mother corpus then the weirdness of the same words in the FS corpus when compared to the BNC. The analysis of progeny corpora may yield more specialized terms, their own lexical signature, and these either could be added to the main thesaurus or kept separately as sub-domain thesauri. 
Discovering Semantic Relations Between Terms
In every language the words, terms or lexical units are grammatically arranged in a certain pattern that conveys a meaning. A range of semantic relations may exist between these different lexical units such as hyponymy and meronomy [19] , which can be used to build hierarchies. The most common type of lexical hierarchies are taxonomies, which reflect the hyponymic relationship and meronomies which model the part-whole relationship. In this section we discuss the possible elicitation of such semantic relations from texts, which can be used to define broader and narrower terms in a hierarchical thesaurus.
Cruse [19] has discussed the existence of semantic frames: recurrent patterns of a triplet of phrases -X REL Y -where X and Y are NPs, and 'REL' is a phrase, typically articulated as IS-A, IS A KIND/TYPE OF, for expressing hyponymic relationships, for example 'A gun is a type of firearm'; or PART OF for expressing meronymic relationships, for example 'A trigger is part of a gun'. More recently, Hearst [17] has suggested that certain enumerative cues may be used to identify hyponymic relationships through the use of lexico-syntactic patterns like Y SUCH AS (X 1 The frame (X 1 ,…{or/and},X n ) OR OTHER Y, which is articulated in phrases like 'In the case of shootings or other fatal assaults', appears to be the most productive in that 80% of the sentences found comprising the frame, (X 1 ,…{or/and},X n ) and Y showed a relationship of the type -hyponym/sub-ordinate (X i ) and hypernym/super-ordinate (Y), i.e. shooting is a type of fatal assault. The relationship between the phrases in the frames containing the enumerative cue SUCH AS is reversed: in 'Trace evidence such as fibers, hair, glass and DNA…..', the hypernym is on the left hand side and the hyponyms on the right; fibers, hair, glass and DNA being types of trace evidence. We have analysed over 1200 sentences in the forensic science corpus containing enumerative cues and found that 60% incorporated the frames containing expressions of hyponymic relationship between the phrases, (X 1 ,…{or/and},X n ) and Y. Meronymic frames, e.g. X PART OF Y, are not as effective -only 40% of the 60 sentences containing the frame actually did show a meronymic relationship between X and Y. The frames X IS A Y or X IS A KIND OF Y, were the least productive -only 40 out of the 400 sentences incorporating the two frames were actually used to describe a hyponymic relationship.
The sentences containing the frames are extracted automatically from a corpus of free texts with the help of the cues. The sentences are then tagged using a statistical tagger, MXPOST [20] . The output of the tagger comprises part of speech information for the sentences indicating the grammatical category of each word. The conjunctive phrase (REL) that is used as a cue is typically an adjective plus preposition in the case of SUCH AS, or a combination of a conjunction and an adjectival pronominal as in the cases of AND OTHER, and OR OTHER. Regular expressions are then used to detect the tagged sentences that follow the required pattern of the semantic frames discussed above. The correct sentences are parsed to extract the hypernym-hyponym pairs.
Compound words often convey a semantic relationship between the constituent lexical units. Compounding tends to specialize the meaning of the headword, each successive modifier specializing it further. This semantic relationship often signifies the hyponymic relation, for example, taking the compound term trace evidence, it can be deduced that trace evidence is a type of evidence. We have also used this heuristic to extract hypernym-hyponym pairs.
The terms and the semantic relationships between terms in the form of hypernymhyponym pairs are merged to form (partial) hierarchical structures, which can then be used in (the construction of) a thesaurus. These various hierarchical structures are then marked-up in XML. The content of the thesaurus we built has largely been extracted from the forensic science and progeny corpora discussed in this paper. The SoCIS 3 system, which stores and retrieves Scene of Crime images, uses the XML document to help expand a query to retrieve an image automatically or interactively. In the latter case the XML is parsed to display the hierarchies in a tree structure that can be used interactively by the user to expand the query. Six serving Scene of Crime Officers and Scene of Crime Training Officers have favourably evaluated SoCIS.
Afterword
The co-dependence between images and language provides the basis for a significant proportion of human information processing especially in storing and retrieving images. The interest of the information extraction community in retrieving images embedded in texts, especially newspaper texts, is growing. We started this paper by noting that the image retrieval community, under the content-based image retrieval rubric, is increasingly interested in keywords that may be directly or indirectly collateral to images; the latter is key for query expansion. The effective retrieval of images depends significantly upon the existence of thesauri that have good and current coverage of the domain from which the images emanate.
The construction and maintenance of a conventional thesaurus is a labour intensive and expensive task. We have described how this task can be alleviated by the use of domain-specific texts. The domain-specificity of texts is essential for us to use the straightforward frequency metrics and collocation patterns described in this paper, especially the use of semantic frames. No specialist domain remains static: there is a constant flux of new ideas and devices and the revision of extant concepts and artefacts. Subject domains spawn new sub-domains and interdisciplinary research results in newer disciplines. For all scientific and technical endeavours new terms are created, existing terms re-lexicalised, and some terms are purged. Scientists proffer new semantic relations between terms and some succeed whilst others fail. Whatever the endeavours, coinages, retro-fittings, and obsolescence, text is the habitat of terms and the semantic relationships between them. A corpus-based thesaurus construction and maintenance enterprise appears quite logical to us if, indeed, the terms and their relationships inhabit texts in the first place. The analysis of collateral texts could also be considered as a first step towards building multi-media thesauri. Indeed, the interaction between images and texts may be understood better if we understand how to construct and maintain multi-media thesauri.
